**GIRLS’ UNIFORM**

**SUMMER UNIFORM**
TERM 1 & TERM 4

Check fabric school dress
School Hat
Black **SCHOOL** shoes/white school ankle length socks (leather or vinyl shoes – **not sneakers**)
**OR** Brown Sandals without socks.

**WINTER UNIFORM**
TERM 2 & TERM 3

Maroon tartan pinafore
White sleeve shirt (long or short)
Maroon school jumper with gold crest
Tartan tie
School Scarf (maroon with school logo) no other scarf to be worn (available only from uniform shop)
Black tights or white school socks
Black **SCHOOL** shoes (leather or vinyl shoes – **not sneakers**)

**BOYS’ UNIFORM**

**SUMMER UNIFORM**
TERM 1 & TERM 4

Grey mélange school shorts
White short-sleeve shirt with emblem
Black **SCHOOL** shoes with grey school socks (leather or vinyl shoes – **not sneakers**)
**OR** Brown sandals without socks
School Hat

**WINTER UNIFORM**
TERM 2 & TERM 3

White sleeve shirt (long or short)
Grey melange long trousers
Tartan tie (Standard or Loop)
Maroon school jumper with gold crest
School Scarf (maroon with school logo) no other scarf to be worn (available only from uniform shop)
Grey school socks
Black **SCHOOL** shoes (leather or vinyl shoes – **not sneakers**)

**SPORT UNIFORM**

**SPORTS UNIFORM**

Maroon sports shorts
Gold polo top
White school sports socks
Black sports shoes
Maroon school tracksuit
School Hat

**PLEASE NOTE:**

**PREDOMINANTLY BLACK SPORTS SHOES ONLY WORN WITH SPORTS UNIFORM ON SPORTS DAY. NO FLOURO COLOURED LACES ARE PERMITTED.**
KINDY & PRE-PRIMARY UNIFORM

Maroon School Tracksuit
Maroon Sports Shorts
Gold Polo Shirt
School Hat

HAT POLICY

School hat must be worn for all outside activities throughout the whole year. **No other hats are to be worn. NO HAT – NO PLAY!**

HAIR STYLES/GUIDELINES

Hair to be clean, neat and tidy at all times.
Hair must be neat and styled in a manner in keeping with primary school standards.
Hair of shoulder length or longer is to be worn tied back as a health and safety measure.
All fringes to be above eyebrow length.
Ribbons, clips, bands and ‘scrunchies’ are to be of school colours, either maroon or gold.
Any artificial colouring or change of colour or unusual hairstyles (e.g. tips, tracklines, traintracks, zigzag stripes using clippers, clipper cuts, fad haircuts, e.g., Mohawks, rat tails, etc) are unacceptable.
Scrunchies in faction colours (to be worn sports days and carnivals only)

JEWELLERY POLICY

The dress code at our school allows a watch, sleeper or studs as earrings, a chain with a religious symbol and a cygnet ring. Please ensure these are the only pieces of jewellery your children are wearing to school.

SCHOOL FOOTWEAR AVAILABLE FROM THE FOLLOWING OUTLETS:

- Williams Shoes
- Spendless
- Betts & Betts
- Clarke’s, Risely Square, Applecross